
KYNA MEDIA FILMS

We are an award winning, independent video production

company based in North Hollywood, California. KYNA

Media  was founded by dedicated filmmakers with a

passion for video storytelling. A high quality combination

of beautiful, cinematic, imagery, plus music, lighting and

editing, allows our clients to have competitive visuals that

recreate their unique stories to ultimately share them

with their audience. 

 

We specialize in a variety of video production services

from, eye-popping music videos, romantic weddings, to

mind-opening documentaries, and head-banging

concerts. As well as corporate and private events.  We

understand the importance of having captivating, brand-

defining visuals that stand-out. Our goal is to develop

long-lasting relationships with our clients, helping create

or elaborate on existing branding style.    

When you hire KYNA Media Films you’re hiring passionate,

hard-working creatives. Cinematic-quality for an affordable

price. We value each connection that we make. In fact, our

best referrals are our past and present clients. Need a

video? contact us 

Up to Two Days

Up to Three Locations 

Up to 1o hrs each day

Up to Two Revision 

Up to Two Locations 

6-8 hours

One Revision

Up to Three Days

Up to Five Locations 

Up to 1o hrs each day

Up to Three Revision 

2-3 Minute Video Edits 

Concerts, Interviews

Behind the scenes footage

1 Minute Video Clip Edit

3 hour Shooting Time

$100 for additional edits

*If the video shoot location is more than a 30 Minute Drive KMF will add a travel fee. 

Up to 2 Hours

One location

Two looks 

Assistant Director: $100 - 150

First Assistant Camera: $100 – $150 

Production Assistant: $75 – $125 

Drone - $800

*Excludes locations, props, food, traveling fee, additional cast & crew. 

Three Edits of Art Work

Picture already provided

$50 for additional edits



Pre-Production 

The “pre-production” process is basically everything that takes

place prior to the actual filming of your video. 

It’s during the pre-production stage of the process where you’ll

define your overall strategy for the video, write the script, find the

perfect talent and discover the best location(s) to film it.  

 

Storyboard and script development takes place during the pre-

production phase. KYNA Media and clients discuss the vision, share

inspiration visuals and ideas for the concept, and overall "look and

feel" we are aiming for. KYNA Media will develop the necessary

documents for the team to refer to during the Production and Post

Production phase. these documents include the script, call-sheet for

cast and crew shooting schedule, including locations, arrival date

and time as well as all the relevant details needed for filming the

video.  

 

Production 

This is what most people think of when they are asked to make

a video: the actual shooting. You’ll want to make sure that scene

looks perfect and are framed appropriately for the shot. In order to

do that you’ll need to perfect the lighting of both your talent and the

entire set. The goal is to film as much footage that was planned

during the pre-production phase as well as spur-of-the-moment

ideas that are created during the shoot. An organized shoot is a

happy shoot.  

 

Post-Production 

The final stage of the video production process is the “Post-

Production” stage and includes activities  such as preparing the

footage, editing it and then adding elements like on-screen motion,

sound FX, and tittles, etc. From editing to exporting the final cut, this

phase puts the scenes in proper order, solidifies all the best footage

into an effective narrative to tell your story.  

@kynamedia

KYNA MEDIA FILMS

Our video production team spans both enterprise and small business to

produce creative and powerful content driven by our vision, which is

rooted in our collective experience working in television and film. 



KYNA MEDIA FILMS

                  

KYNA Media was founded in 2018 by Award Winning Filmmakers, Writer/Director - Kyndra Kennedy & Cinematographer/Editor - Kenneth

Cuadrado. In the summer of 2018, KYNA Media was awarded the "Best Female Filmmaker," a major award in the world's largest short film

competition, "My RØDE Reel" by RØDE Microphones. Kyndra & Kenneth are dedicated and committed to continuing their filmmaking

adventure through the creation of more ground-breaking, bar-raising, and down-right fun-loving video production. From films to  music

videos, KYNA Media is on a mission to expand horizons and go beyond the expectations of all our clients. We understand that every client is

unique and that gives us a new opportunity to create original content people will enjoy time and time again. We truly love what we do!  

www.KYNAMediaFilms.com
KYNAMedia@gmail.com


